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Today the best HP LaserJet Pro MFP-M477fdw deals WHILE LaserJet Pro All-in-One ... Image 1 of 7Image 2 of 7Image 3 of 7Image 4 of 7Image 5 of 7Image 6 of 7Image 7The HP LaserJet Pro MFP-M477fdw is a color multifunctional printer. Virtually everything about it makes it a well rounded machine, and there aren't any glaring holes in the feature set. Its excellent color
accuracy, a few printing errors and many features make it our choice for the best wireless laser printer overall. It's not the most compact printer we've tested. However, it's less than our best choice of cost, and our pick for the best monochrome laser printer, which is impressive given that they have similar printing capabilities. This makes the LaserJet Pro MFP M477fdw a good
option if you need a full car but have limited space in your office. Print Performance and qualityThis printer works well in our tests. On average, it's a few seconds slower than some of the fastest laser printers we've reviewed, but we found fewer than 10 bugs in the documents it printed. These errors were mostly tiny stray ink stains that did not affect the readability of the text.
When we pushed the printer to the limit in some of our more complex tests, we noticed some stripes - it was easy to see the printer's head line created as it traveled, especially in large areas of solid color. However, this is not surprising for a laser printer; These machines are designed primarily to print text rather than graphics or photos. When we used the LaserJet Pro MFP
M477fdw to print the photos, we noticed that the printer was unable to reproduce some details in the bright and dark areas of the image. We also noticed some pixelation, especially in the green, yellow and orange graphics we were typing. While this HP printer could not match the MFP M281fdw's laser security in color accuracy, it recreated our color images better than the Xerox
WorkCentre 6515/N, which produced photos that were much darker than the originals. Since laser printers are not the best tools for reproducing color images, HP recommends using its color lock paper if you need to print photos with this machine. If you use standard photo paper paper, the images will come out spotted because the toner won't stick to the page and it can damage
the printer. HP lists the LaserJet Pro MFP M477fdw resolution as 600 x 600 points per inch (dpi), but says it has an improved DPI of 38400 x 600. This is because HP printers rely less on confusion - using tiny dots to create different shades and colours - and instead use tiered printing technology to create more accurate images. So the actual number of points per inch it can create
has no as much as for other printers. As I said earlier, we've noticed stripes and pixelation, although HP technology may explain the more accurate color accuracy we've seen on the images. We tested higher-resolution printers than this HP, including the Xerox WorkCentre 6515/N, and the differences are hard to spot with the naked eye. With C With higher resolution give you
more print options, we prefer them in relation to HP's own technology. However, the accuracy of the MFP M477fdw color was good enough and it had so few errors that we are confident of recommending it as the best overall option. The LaserJet Pro MFP M477fdw copy and scan features worked well. However, we were surprised to learn that the copies and scans of this model
were not as accurate as those made on the LaserJet Pro MFP M281fdw, another colored, multifunctional printer made by HP. The latter is more compact and includes fewer features, but it has better print quality overall in our tests. As we scanned and copied with the LaserJet Pro MFP M477fdw, its auto-feed tray also experienced several mishandling errors and corks. We
encountered a small number of problems with getting an automatic duplexing feature to work. When our testers first looked at the printer settings, it seemed that the machine only offered manual duplexing, which means you have to flip the sheets manually if you want to print on both sides of the paper. And when we contacted HP, we received conflicting information about the
machine's capabilities. Finally, technical support provided us with more such drivers, and we were able to automatically print out the two-way documents. After speaking to several representatives, the company said that duplex printing is not the default feature, but you should have access to it through the print menu. However, the run we went through to get answers was
disappointing. The LaserJet Pro MFP M477fdw is designed to handle a large workload, with a recommended monthly usage of up to 4,000 pages. It has a standard 250-page main paper tray, and a secondary tray of paper machine holds just 50 pages. However, only a few other printers have higher capacity trays, including Xerox WorkCentre, which can enter more than 500 pages
into its recycled tray. Setting up and connecting This HP model doesn't have the biggest color screen laser printers we've reviewed. However, at 4.3 inches, the LaserJet Pro MFP M477fdw display is large enough that it's easy to enter installation, Wi-Fi and other customization information directly on the screen. During testing, we found that it was easy to set up the machine and
we connected to the printer within minutes of opening the box. HP printers include many of the connectivity options we look at. For example, the company has its own app that can be used to print from a phone or tablet. Its printers also have network and other cloud printing options, and they are compatible with NFC. Help and support On paper, HP support options look good. The
company has a standard warranty, phone and email contact information, troubleshooting as well as online guides. He even has a social media presence. However, our customer service experience was lacklustre. HP wants you to register your product before you can get help, which is a pain. In addition, many of its phone support options end with a recommendation to contact the
company by email. However, however, features such as forums and online guides are useful and easy to find. Summary While we liked the LaserJet Pro MFP M477fdw connecting options, color accuracy and print quality, it's pretty expensive compared to Dell Color Cloud, our best value pick. If you're not too worried about the style or weight of the printer, you can get many of the
same features for less money with this Dell model. We believe that there are other laser printers that are the best values. If you like HP products but you don't need a super heavy printer, you might want to consider the HP LaserJet Pro MFP M281fdw - it's more compact and prints cleaner text than almost any other printer we've seen. Today the best HP LaserJet Pro MFP-
M477fdw deals WHILE LaserJet Pro All-in-One ... Yes, it's a common problem. The problem is, multiple networks are the same, folk install firewalls inconsistently, so I don't find it a mistake. Just something that about half of people will experience. The HP Color LaserJet Pro MFP M477fdw ($629.99) is a small office multifunctional printer (MFP) with compact build, solid speed, very
good quality graphics, and a wide range of connectivity options. While comparable laser-grade jets rival, or even exceed, its speed and undermine its operating costs, many people still prefer lasers for their reliability and clear text and graphics. Thus, the M477fdw is an attractive choice for a small office or working group with medium printing needs. The design and features a 51-
pound M477fdw compact for MFP, measuring 16.4 by 15.7 by 18.6 inches (HWD), so that it can even fit in the corner of a large table as a last resort. The standard paper capacity is 300 sheets of paper up to a legal size, divided between a tray of 250 sheets and a 50-leaf multipurpose feeder. An additional tray of 550 sheets of paper ($149.99) can be added for a maximum of 850
sheets of paper capacity. It includes a two-way auto duplex. The M477fdw has a maximum monthly service cycle of up to 50,000 pages and a recommended monthly service cycle of up to 4,000 sheets, almost the same as the recommended 4,200 sheets of the HP Officejet Choice X576dw MFP (on Amazon) , color laser jet class. At the top of the printer are a tablet that can scan
a paper the size of a letter or A4, and a 50-leaf automatic document feeder that supports one-way, one-way scanning. In the top right corner of the M477fdw, protruding from the pylon that holds the tablet, is a 4.3-inch touchscreen to control the MFP machine's functions, with dedicated touch buttons (identified icons) for backspace, home, and assist at the bottom of the display.
Underneath the front panel is a USB flash drive port. You get a good selection of wired and wireless printing choices including USB to connect to your computer, and Ethernet for to the wired network. (We tested the printer to connect Ethernet, with its drivers installed on a Printer running Windows Vista.) Wi-Fi built in, printer supports HP HP Direct and NFC touch to print. It is also
compatible with Apple AirPrint, and is certified by Mopria (for direct printing from compatible Android devices). Google Cloud Print 2.0 is supported and the M477fdw offers a good set of drivers, including the PCL 6, PCL 5e, and HP postScript emulation. Most businesses don't need to print with PostScript, but for those who do, the driver is a must. The Hp M477 series includes two
other models, the M477fdn ($579.99) and the M477fnw ($529.99). The M477fdn omits wireless connectivity, and the M477fnw lacks a duplexer, and integrates Wi-Fi and wireless direct, but not NFC. Print speed speed is a plus for the M477fdw, which zips through our suite of business applications (using Hardware and Logic quality software to sync) at 10.6 pages per minute
(ppm). This is a good result, given its 28-page per minute rated color print speed, and slightly faster than the choice of editors of the HP Officejet Pro X576dw MFP, the color of the laser-grade inkjet, which we embellished at 9.5 ppm on the same tests. The M477fdw is significantly faster than the Dell Color Cloud Multi-functional printer H825cdw ($399.99 at Dell Technologies)
which we embellished at 6.5ppm in its default duplex mode. However, the speed was a long way from the Epson WorkForce Pro WF-6590 (on Amazon), a laser-grade inkjet that we're abstrussal at 12.7ppm. The quality of the output Overall output quality is washed, with very good graphics, subpar photos, and medium text. The text should be good enough for any business use,
except for those that require tiny fonts. Graphic output should be good for PowerPoint handouts, even for customers or colleagues that you want to impress. With the photos, our monochrome test image showed significant toning, and most of the photos lost details in light and/or dark areas. The quality of the photos is not good enough here to print out your marketing materials in
the house. The launch costs 2.2 cents per monochrome page and 13.6 cents per page color (based on HP prices for its high-capacity cartridges) are on the high side, especially for color. The Dell H825cdw has the same monochrome costs, and the color costs 12.8 cents per page. Operating costs of the M477fdw are significantly higher than some laser class IFP jet lag, such as
the Epson WF-6590 (1.6 and 6.8 cents) and the HP X576dw (1.3 cents and 6.8 cents). Although the M477fdw is a little faster than the HP X576dw, its higher operating costs and lower paper capacity leave it a slightly short overall selection of X576dw editors, our top pick up the average print capacity in a small and medium office or working group. The conclusion of the HP Color
LaserJet Pro MFP M477fdw is a modest size and capacity paper, but a substantial monthly service cycle, combined with a strong set of features, make it a good choice as MFP for up to medium print power. In this role it offers solid speed and very good quality graphics, although subpar photo quality brings overall product quality to average. Its operating costs, especially for color
pages, cannot be matched But if you're a fan of laser printers, the M477fdw is a compelling choice for a team anchor or a small office. See it $1,299.00 on Amazon UK MSRP $629.99 Plus Very Good quality graphics. PCL and PostScript drivers. Wi-Fi, wireless direct and NFC connectivity. The 50-leaf ADF supports one-way one-way scanning. Viewing the additional costs of Cons
Running, especially for color pages, is on the high side. Low paper capacity for MFP its price. The HP Color LaserJet Pro MFP M477fdw is a compact color-colored multifunction printer whose speed, strong feature set and beautiful graphics make it an attractive choice for a small office anchor or team. The best printer chooses further reading hp color laserjet pro mfp m477fdw
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